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The Impact of Sales-Below-Cost Laws on the U.S. Retail Gasoline Market 

Executive Summary 

Numerous states have general sales-below-cost (SBC) laws, while others haver SBC laws 
that are directed specifically at the retail gasoline market. Potential violations of state SBC laws 
occur when prices are less than  the seller's cost-of doing business, or some proxy thereof. The 
most commonly stated purpose of these laws/is to protect small independent firms from 
predation by larger firms. Previous studies, however, indicate that SBC laws have resulted in 
higher prices to consumers. This study examines whether these laws have significantly altered 
the number and structure of retail gasoline outlets in the states that have adopted these laws. In 
particular, the report examines whether SBC laws, as well as other laws directed explicitly at the 
retail gasoline market, have protected smaller establishments from the general decline in number 

• experienced nationwide. 	• 

The data on retail outlets utilized for this report are from the U.S. Bureau of the Census 
for the years 1987 and 1992, the latest years available. Census definitions allow for the 
identification of different types of outlets, with one of the categories representing the smaller 
establishments, those without payroll. The empirical results, taken collectively, indicate that 
neither general nor motor-fuel SBC laws have had a large and significant impact on the number 
or composition of retail gasoline outlets in the states with these laws in effect. The results also 
reveal that prohibitions on refinery-operated outlets (divorcement) and bans on self-service have 
not stemmed the decline in retail outlets nor affected the composition of retail establishments. 
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• I. Introduction. 

Unlike "fair trade" laws, state sa.  les-below-cost (SBC) laws do not explicitly establish 
Minimum prices. Instead,:.potentiat violations of SBC laws .occur-when prices ereless than the 
seller's. cost of doing-business; or some proky thereof'  The  claimed Motivation for these laws 
and SBC laws that apply specifically to motor 'fuells the:premise that:vertically-integrated firms 
and high volume -retail .marketers .pose'apredatory threat to small independent retailerS. While -
SBC- laws-were implemented'inainly to. protect .sriiall firms from larger, ,  often Vertically 
integrated competitors, studies indicate thatiliese laWs have •resulted-in higher prices to 
consumers.' Despite higher prices, it is questionable how much protection these laws have 
afforded smaller independents. -.Although there are only a limited number of studies,:the 
empirical evidence indicates that general SBC. laws, as well as motor-fuel SBC laws, have done 
little to, retard thedecline_ofsmall - retail-:eStablishmèrits Over thé laSt:thirty,years the marketing 
of -gagoline has-changed subStantially, 'There -are nowconsiderably,fewer: outlets, and the ones 
that remain seldom reSerrible the:traditional small service statiôn -with:its•-singl&island of-gasoline 
pumps. and one or .two..serviee hays,. --If these studies'are  an accurate!guide, SBC laws - and other 
constraints:Ongasoline retailers hàveincreaSed -prices:to consumers:and 'done little to negate the 
trend towards larger establishments ,: 	 . 	- 	• ., - • 	• 

It wouldn'-t, of çourse, be the first time that regulations have Proven relatively ineffective 
at stopping structural change, even where that appears to have beerrthe intent of the law. In the 
late 1920s and the 1930s, for example, numerous statesliassed bills that imposed special taxes on 
chain stores. Nevertheless; chain stores Continued:to - capture an ever4nCreasing Share 'cif the 
market, especially in retail grocery sales. ,  These -special taxes were not, however, , without 

'For a discussion  of the legal history and scope of state statutory provisions prohibiting sales . 	. 	, .. 
below cost, see Francis M. Dougherty (19e5), "Validity, Construction, and Application of State , 
StatutorY  Provisions  Prohibiting Sales of Commodities Below Costs—Modern Cases," ALR4th, pp. 
612-652: ' • 	• - 

2  Robert N. Fenil arid William C. L,ane (1985), "Thou Shalt Nôt Cut Prices! Saleà-Below-Cost 
Laws for Ga:s Stations;' Regidation'9, pp. 31-35; 'and  Rod W. Anderson and Ronald N. Johnson 
(forthcoming), "Antitrust and Sales-Below-Cost Laws: The Case of Retail Gasoline," Reyiew of 
Industrial Organization. Anderson  and Johnson find a negative impact on consumers only for motor-
fuel SBC laws. 	- 	•, 

'Michael J. Houston (1981), "Minimum Markup Laws: An Empirical Assessment," Journal of 
Reiailing 57, pp. 98-113, concluded that SBC laws had little affect on the viability and survivorship of 
small retail firms: Of more relevanee ls_the :paper by Rayola Dougher and Thomas F. Hogarty (1991), 
"The Impact of State Legislation on the Number of Retail Gasoline Outlets," American Petroleum 
Institute, Research Study #062. .The aùthors examine cross-sectional state data on changes in the 
number of retail gasoline outlets between 1977 and 1987. They fail to find a statistically significant 
relationship between changes in the number of retail outlets and the presence of motor-fuel SBC laws, 
divorcement legislation, or a ban on self-service. The results offered in this report, using 1987 and 
1992 data; support their findings. 



consequence, as they significantly reduced the share of grocery store sales obtained by chain 
stores and likely increased prices to consumers.' 

This report examines the impact of SBC laws on the U.S. retail gasoline market. In 
particular, the report examines the impact these laws have had on the number of retail 
establishments, the proportion of small operators in each state's market, an cl the proportion of 
outlets with service bays. The latter id a characteristic generally associated with traditional 
service stations. Because 1997 U.S. Census data were not available at the time this report was 
written, the analysis focuses on the years 1987 and 1992. 

II. The Impact of SBC Laws. 

•  The notion that vertically integrated firms and high volume retail niarketers pose a 
predatory threat to small independent gasoline retailers is lorig-standing.s. Proponents of SBC 
laws have often argued that these laws are necessary because the larger firms will engage in 
predatory pricing, a form of strategic behavior whereby a firm initially lowers its price below i-t§ 
own costs to drive rivals Out of business and scare off potential entrants. When rivals disappear, . 
the firm supposedly raises price and more than recoups its losses. 

Although studies indicate that,.SBC laws have increased prices to cOnsurriers, it does not 
necessarily follow that profits of  gasoline retailers will also increase. Entry into thé retail 
gasoline . business .is  relatively unencumbered compared to other industries' arid high pr6fit - 
margins would.likely attract entry.. Moreover,-with the advent of convenience  stores;  eke 
competition in the sale of gasoline mightbe replaced by other types of product.Corxi' petitiOn. 
reduction in the margins of other products, like car washes, sold by retailers can drive profits 
downward. Because SBC laws may encourage firms to engage in other types of competition, 
these laws can have an ambiguous effect on the average size and number of establishments, and 
therefore, erripirical analYSis'is Called for ' 

Thé first step in ernpiriCallY detetinining the impact of these laws is to identify those 
states having SBC laws. As shown in Table 1, about half the contiguous 48 states had general' 
SBC laws, and 7 states had motor-fuel SBÇ laws .in effect in both 1987 and 1992. Montana 
enacted its Motor-fuel SBC Law in 1991:6  Because a one-year time frame is too short to allow . 

4  See Thomas W. Ross (1986), "Store Wars: The Chain Tax Movement," 29 Journal of Law & 
Economics, pp. 125-137. 

'See, for example, Fred C. Allvine and James M. Patterson (1974), Highway Robbery: An 
Analysis of the Gasoline Crisis, Bloomington: Indiana University Press. 

6  Montana Retail Motor-fuel Marketing Act (Montana Code, Annotated 30 -14-802). In 
response to complaints that the motor-fuel SBC law was contributing to high gasoline prices in the 
state, the Montana House of Representatives voted 56 to 43 on February 25, 1997, to repeal the law. 
This measure was tabled, however, by the Senate in early April and died in committee. A petition was 
then circulated and sufficient signatures obtained to place an initiative on the November, 1998, *al 
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significant structural change to occur, the statistical analysis that follows treats Montana as not 
having had a motor-fuel SBC law in effect in 1992. The cross-sectional variability exhibited in 
Table 1, plus'data on the number and characteristics of gasoline retail outlets, offer a test of the 
hypothesis that SBC laws provide a significant degree of protection to smaller establishments. A 
priori, hoWever, it is likely that motor-fuel SBC laws will operate with more force than general 
SBC laws, and the tests employed distinguish between the two.' Although aimed at saving-
smaller establishments, both general and motor-fuel SBC laws are up against a changing market 
structure, one that since the eàrly 1970s has been characterized by the rise of self-service and 
convenience• store tie-ins. 

Table.2 Providesa picture-of the dynaniics-of the retail gas.oline-market.for the period 
1972-1992..Thesource of data' on the.outlets of vations types that sell gasoline is the.U.S. 
Bureau of the Census. ,  Census .definitions allow fôr the identification-.of three types of gasoline 
outlets: service.stations with payroll -, service stations  withotttliayroll,, and other outlets with-
payr611 that sell gas : ,  The-first two .types-,of outlets (Columns 1 and..2)generate inorethan .50 
percent of their revenues from the Sale .ofgasoliriei while thé third (Colurnri3) generates less than 
50 percent of revenues from 'es.olinesales.. -Missing ;froin the Cerisus definitions are ,outlets 
without payr011 that generate less than 5(:1, percent of theirrevenues.-from  the sale of gasoline. 
Reliable estimates ofthe number of these outlets do not exist, but it is likely that these 
establishments represent only a..srnall fraction of the market.' 	, 

The data in Table .2 reveal two notable trends. First, the number:of-retail mitlets has- . 
declined substantially over thne. Second, establishments without payroll have been especially 
hard 'hit.. As  a'pereerit.of total Mitlets,  establishments  without payroll  have dropped from 15.4 gib percent in 1972 to9.2 percentin  1992. This category contains the smaller outlets, while the 
third category. (column'3) çontahis.the.larget cOnvenience.stores with food tie-ins. Contributing 
to the decline in outlets have_beerrenyiromienteregulations which .have-become increasingly 
strident .over time, eSpeciallV:standards on.nn4ergrotin'd.storage tanks. Congress explicitly . 
addreSsed problems of lealcing _gasoline .UndergrOund storage tariks in the Hazardous  and  Solid 
Waste Aineridme.ntspassed in 1984. -These NVere - amendmentsto the ReSources  Conservation and  
Recovery  Act of  1976. A December 1998,dea4line.for -further tipgrading of underground storage 
tanks will result in the ,clOsure of many remaining smaller outlets: 	 • • 

election ballot. The initiative passed and the Montana Retail Motor7fuel Marketing Act of 1991 was 
repealed effective January 1, 1999. 

'For the statistical analysis, states were classified as having either a general SBC law or a 
motor-fuel SBC law. 

r 8  One Method of obtaining estimates of this segment of the market is described in Rayola 
Dougher (Ririe 	PDerivation of the Number of Outlets,P Research - Monograph, American 
Petrolennthitituté: This .méthod, however, , reeires the assumptibn that-the structure of the market for 
outlets with,Out payrcill is e›.(actly the same as that for outlets with payroll. Dougher and Hogarthy, 
supra note 3, use that method in their analysis. • 3 



III. Empirieà1 Results. • 

This section  utilizes Standard regression analysis to examine the impact of SBC laws on , 
the number of retail establishments, the proportion of sinall operators in each state's.market, and 
the proportion of outlets with service bays. Because factors influencing the market for gasoline 
vary across states,,  the estimating equations contain a number of controlling variables, including 
population density ; . per Capita: income, and population growth over the preceding five,year 
period. , :These data were collected from 'various  issues  of the StatisticalAbstract Of the United 
States. Population density was included becausé high-density areas are likely to have fewer and 
larger outlets.9  Per capita income is used as a proxy for property values. Higher property values 
are expected to lead to fewer and larger stations. BecauseMany  of the  older service stations  were 
not configured for the convenience store trade, the adOption of thesetypes of outlets would 
depend on how quickly they were replaced vvith new ones better Suited tà'that trade. Since the 
construction of new outlets is .more - likely to occur in states eXperieneing relatiVély faster 
population growth, this variable is expecteçl to play an important 	in the analyàis. In addition, 
Census Bureau payroll data for service stations was used to compute a Per employee annual 
earnings series. Also inCluded in the analysis are state dummy Variables that identify states with 
bans on self-service or divorcement statuteà (see notes tô Table 1): 

, 
The four dependent  variables  that we seek to explairi in the analysis that follows are the 

number of outlets per state, average outlet size in terms of fuel sales per outlet, percent of outlets 
without payroll, and percent of outléts . with bays. Table 3 contains  descriptive  statistics.' 

The dependent variable in column (1) of Table 4 is the total nuinber of outlets selling 	di 
gasoline, while the dependent variable in column (2) is the state's total gasoline consumption . 
divided by the total number of outlets, a measure of average outlet size. Both regressions include 
a year dummy to account for structural shifts not ca.ptured by the explanatory variables: The 
results in column (1) indicate that the variability in number of outlets across states is largely 
explained by fuel consumPtion. Indeed, that variable dominates and 'leaves little left to be 
explained by other included variables. The coefficient on the chimmy variable identifying a state 
as having a general SBC law is negative, suggesting that the presence of that law actually 
reduces the number of outlets. HoWever, the coefficient on that variable is barely significant at 
the 10 percent level. A more conventional criterion for statistical robustness is that coefficients 
be statistically significant at the 5 percent level. 

Since the regression résùlts in edlumn (1) are dorninated bythe fuel consumption 
variable, more emphasis should be placed on the regression using average outlet size. The 

9  Rural markets are more likely to be monopolistically cômpetitive with each outlet 
occupying a small local niçhe. In contrast, high population density markets are more likely to 
exhibit intense competition and feature larger outlets. See the discussion in Andrea Shepard 
(1993), "Contractual Form, Retail Price, and Asset Characteristics in Gasoline Retailing," 24 
RAND Journal of Economics; pp. 58-T7; and Andrea Shepard (1991), "Price Discrimination and 
Retail Configuration," 99 Journal of Political Economy, pp. 30-53. 



results reported in column (2) indicate that per capita income, a proxy for property value, and 
population growth have large and significant impacts .on outlet size. Note that while the, sign on  
the coefficient of the dummy variable identifying .states with rnotor- fuel SBC• laws iS  positive in 
column. (1) and negative in column (2), consistent with the notion advanced by the law's 
proponents that it protects smaller operators, these results are not statiStically significant at the -10 
percent level, although they  are close. 

An additional teàt of the impactof Si3C laws on the number of oùtlets is offered in 
columns (3) and (4). The  dependent variable in those cOlumns is the percent change in the 
mimber of outlets Over the period 1987  and  1992. The .hYp'othesis tested with this specifiCation is 
that SBC laws have sloWed the rate of décline of outlets. The results in column (4) suggeSt that 
the presence of a motor-fuel SBC law is. associated with a slower rate Utdecline in o.utlets. 
However, the opposite effect holds for the presence of a ban on self-service, also considered a 
regulatory. Mean§ for preserving establishments. These conflicting results, plus the lack of a 
statistically:significant impact for the coefficients of the SBC variables in column (3), bring into 
question the roblistness of the results for that variable. 

Table .5  presents regression results. on the percent of outlets without payroll, the smaller 
outlets,  and the percent of outlets with bays. The results indicate that the decline in outlets 
without payroll is associated with population growth and increasing property values, and that the 
laws aimed at protecting these establishments appear to have had little impact. In particular, the 
coefficients of the two SI3b-law  variables are not statistiCally significarit. Similarly, thé 
coefficients of the two SI3C-law variables in the regression on the percent of gasoline service 
stations  with sei-vice bays àre also not statistically significant, while population growth had a 
negative impact. 

• Viewed collectively, the results reported in Tables 4 and 5 fail to reveal significant and 
positive effects of SBC laws on the surviVability of establishments in general and, in particülar, 
the protection of smaller retail outlets. The demise of the smaller outlets appears to have been 
driven by a changing market structure arid population growth. 

While the belief that SBC laws protect smaller establishments is widespread, this report 
indicates there is little basis for that belief. Thus, the higher retail prices that have accompanied 
such laws have imposed costs on consuiners with no offsetting benefit. Attempts to regulate an 
industry are often premised on the idea that regulation will improve matters for some 
constituency. But that outcome can be einSive, with the end result offering little to the favored 
constituency while imposing substantial costs on the general public. 
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State 1987 1992 Comments 

yes 

no 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

no 

yes Yes 

Alabama 

Arizona 
• 
Arkansas MFSBC law 

enacted 3/8/93 
but was 
immediately 
challenged and 
declared 	. 
unconstitutional 

yes no 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

no MFSBC law was 
in effect from 
1985 to 1987 
only 

California 

Colorado 

Connecticut 

Delaware 

Florida 

Georgia 

yes. 	no 

yes 	no 	MFSBC law 
enaçted 7/1/93 • 

no 	no 

no 	no 

no 	yes 

no 	no 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

Idaho 

Illinois 

Indiana 

Iowa 

Kansas 

Kentucky 

no 	yes 	no 

no 	no 	no 

no 	no 	no 

no 	no 	no 

no 	no 	no 

no 	yes 	no 

Table 1: State Motor-fuel and Sales-Below-Cost Laws 

General 
Sales- 

Below-Cost 
Law 

Motor-Fuel 
Sales- 

BeloW-Cost 
Law,  

General 
Sales- 

Below-Cost 
:Law 

Motor7Fuel 
Sales- 

Below-Cost , 
Law, 
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Louisiana 	yes 	no 	yes 	no 

Maine 	 yes 	no 	yes 	no 

Maryland 	 yes 	no 	yes 	no 
, 

Massachusetts 	yes 	yes 	yes 	yes 
, Michigan 	 no 	no , 	no 	no 

Minnesota 	yes 	no 	yes 	no 

Mississippi 	no 	no 	no 	no 

Missouri 	 no 	no 	no 	no 	MFSBC law 
enacted in 
8/28/93 

Montana 	 yes 	no 	yes 	yes 	MFSBC law 
enacted in 1991  

Nebraska 

Nevada 

New 
Hampshire 

	

no 	no 	no . 	no 

	

nô 	 nO 	no 	no 

	

. 	, 

	

no 	no 	no 	no 

New Jersey 	no • 	yes 	no 	yes 	 , 

•New Mexico 	no 	no 	: no 	no 

• New York 	no 	no 	no 	no 	. 

North Carolina 	• no 	 • yes 	no 	yes 	MFSBÇ law 
enacted in 1985 

North Dakota 	yes 	no 	yes 	no 

• Ohio 	 no 	no 	no 	no 

Oklahoma 	yes 	no 	yes  • 	no 

Oregon 	 no 	no 	no 	no 

Pennsylvania 	yes 	no 	yes 	no 

Rhode Island 	yes 	no 	yes 	no 

South Carolina 	yes 	 •  no 	yes 	no 



• South Dakota 	no 	no 	no 	no 

Tennessee 	yes 	yes 	yes 	yes 

Texas 	 no 	no 	no 	no 

Utah 	 yes 	yes' • 	yes • yes 
( 	 , 

Vermont 	 no 	no 	no 	no 

Virginia 	 yes 	no 	no 	no 

Washington 	yes 	no 	yes 	no 

West Virginia 	yes 	no 	yes 	no 

Wisconsin 	yes 	no 	yes 	no 

Wyoming 	yes 	no 	yes 	no 
Notes: In addition, both New Jersey and Oregon have laws banning self-service that were in 
effect in 1987 and are cuiTently in place. Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, Nevada, and Virginia 
have laws with a divorcement provision. 

Source: Commerce Clearing House Trade Regulation Reports and individual state codes. 
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Table 2. The Decline in U.S. Retail Gasoline Outlets 

(1)* 	 (2)* 	 (3 ) ** 	 (4) 
Number of Service 	Number of 	Number of 	Total - 

Stations 	 Outlets 	 Outlets 	Number of 
With Payroll ' 	Without 	With Payroll 	Outlets 

and 	 Pa'yroll 	 and 	 Selling 
Gasoline 	 and 	 Gasoline 	Gasoline 

Sales>50% 	Gasoline 	Sales<50% 	Cols. (1), (2), & 
Sales>50% 	 (3) 

1972 	 183,385 	 43,074 	 52,577 	 279,036 

1977 	 146,523 	 29,942 	 64,555 	. 241,020 

1982 • 	116,188 	 19,326 	 39,802 	 175,316 

1987 	 114,748 	 22,432 	 35,985 	 173,165 

1992 	 105,334 	 14,248 	 35,825 	 155,407 

Sources: (*) U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of Retail Trade, 
Geographic Area Series, various issues. (**) U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the 
Census, Census of Retail Trade, Merchandise Line Sales, various issues. 

Year 
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Table 3. Descriptive Statistics (1987 & 1992)  

Variable 	Mean 	Std  Dey 	Minimum 	Maximum 

Number 'of Retail 	3,401.8 	2,887.9 	407 	14,984 
Outlets 

Fuel Sales (in 	 2,698.3 	2,644.0 	313.6 	15,280.0 
millions of gallons) 

Fuel Sales Per Outlet 	767.37 	178.40 	487.73 	1519.6 
(in 000s of gallons) 

Percent of Outlets 	14.47 	5.79 	4.86 	32.00 
Without Payroll 

Percent.of Outlets 	38.84 	11.81 	15.12 	6.10 
With Bays 

Annual Earnings (in 	11.250 	1.102 	8.950 	14.580 
000s of constant 
dollars) 

Population Density 	168.46 	234.85 	4.80 	1049.9 
(in 000s per sq. mile 

• of land area) 	 • 

Income (in 000's of 	18.339 	3.020 	12.345 	27.150 
constant dollars) 

Percent Population 	4.45 	5.44 	- 5.88 	31.52 
Growth 
(previous five years) 

Sources: Source for gasoline consumption by state, Federal Highway .  Administration, Highway 
Statistics, "Highway Use of Gasoline by State, 1949-1995," MF-226. Income and population 
density figures are from Statistical Abstract of the United States, various issues. See Table 2 for 
other sources. 
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0.16 
• (1.32) 

- 0.45 
(0.32) 

3.34* 
(1.68) 

Table 4: Impact of State Legislation and the Number of Retail Gasoline Outlets 

Explanatory 	Dependent 	Dependent 	Dependent 	Depeildent 
Variable 	 Variable= 	Variable= 	Variable= 	, Variable= 

Number of 	Ontlet Size 	Percent Change Percent Change 
Outlets 	, 	• 	 in Number of 	in Number of 

Outlets 	Outlets 
(1) 	 1. -  (2) 	 (3) 	 (4) 

Year=92 	 -346.51 	 78.24** 
(1.63) 	 (2.74) 

Fuel 	 1.05** 	'; 
Consumption 	(25.86) 

Wage Rate 	 12.83 	 .19.29 

	

(0:09) 	 (1.03) 

Population.' ; 	 0.22 	, 	- 0.04 	 -- 
Density , .-• ' 	(0.32) 	• , (0.47) 

Per Capita , , , , . 	- 89.29 	 25.24** 	-- 
Income L  , '.• 	(1.51) 	 (3.37) 

Population; 	 - 26.32 	 15.32** 	 0.097 
Grovvth 	 (1.26) 	 (5.61) 	 (0.80) 

0.20. 
(0.12) 

2.39 
(1.07) 

General Sales- 	' - 370.07* 	 11.06 
Below-Cost Law 	(1.76) 	 (0.39) 

Motor-fuel Sales- 	505.46 	 - 60.26* 
Below-Cost Law 	(1.58) 	 (1.40) 

Ban on Self- 	-494.28 	' 128.44* 	 -- 	 - 13.28** 
Service 	 (0.94) 	 (1.83) 	 (4.03) 

Divorcement 	 18.99 	 62.86 	 -- 	 - 2.05 
Law 	 (0.05) 	 (1.24) 	 (0.84) 

. Constant 	 2409.00** 	413.60** 	- 10.82** 	- 10.20** 

	

(1.70) 	 (2.16) 	 (8.59) 	 (9.23) 

R-squared 	 .91 	 .56 	 .04 	 ,31 

Number of 	 96 	 96 	 48 	 48 
Observations 

Notes: (Absolute t-statistics in parentheses). * Significant at the 10 percent level, two tail test. 
** Significant at the 5 percent level. 
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Table 5: Impact of State Legislation on the Characteristics of Retail Gasoline Outlets 

EkplanatorY Variable Dependent 
Variable--  

Percent of Outlets Without 
' 	Payroll 

(1) 

Dependent 
Variable= 

Percent of Outlets With 
Bays 

(2) 

Year---92 

Wage Rate 

Population Density 

Per Capita Income 

Population Growth 

General Sales-Below-Cost Law 

Motor-fuel Sales-Below-Cost 
Law 

Ban on Self-Service 

Divorcement Law 

Constant 

..R-squared 

Number of Observations  

- 2.21** 
(2.53) 

0.87 
(1.53) 

- 0.0002 
(0.06) 

- 1.39** 
(6.06) 

- 0.30** 
(3.63) 

0.22 
(0.25) 

1.69 
I (1.28) 

2.57 
(1.20) 

0.07 
(0.04) 

32.13** 
(5.49) 

.61 

96  

- 11.42** 
(5.81) 

0.80 
(0.62) 

0.017** 
(2.72) 

0.72 
(1.39) 

- 0.31* 
(1.69) 

1.18 
(0.60) 

-4.56 
(1.55) 

7.40 
(1.55) 

0.97 
(0.28) 

20.64 
(1.58) 

.54 

94 

Notes: (Absolute t-statistics in parentheses). * Significant at the 10 percent level, two tail test. 
** Significant at the 5 percent level. 
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